Abstract. Pattern-directed invocation is a commonly used artifical-intelligence reasoning techmque in which a procedure, called a demon, is automatically invoked whenever a term matching its pattern appears in a ground data base. For completeness, if the data base Includes equations, a demon needs to be invoked not only when a term in the data base exactly matches its pattern, but also when some variant of a term in the data base matches. An incremental algorithm has been developed for invoking demons in this situation without generating all possible variants of terms in the data base. The algorithm is shown to be complete for a class of demons, called transparent demons, that obey a natural restriction between the pattern and the body of the demon. Completeness is maintained when new demons, terms, or equations are added to the data base in any order. Equations can also be retracted via a truth maintenance system. The algorithm has been implemented as part of a reasoning system called BREAD.
Introduction
Pattern-directed invocation is a commonly used reasoning technique in artificial intelligence systems (see [14] , p. 718). In this context, a data base of ground formulae ('facts') is augmented with a set of procedures, called demons. A demon is automatically invoked whenever a term matching its pattern is added to the data base. This reasoning technique is used in many artificial intelligence applications as a more practical alternative to first-order theorem proving.
In building such an application system, we encountered a completeness problem when pattern-directed invocation is combined with equality reasoning. This paper describes the problem and an implemented algorithm that solves it.
A SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF THE PROBLEM
Suppose we are reasoning about a function, f, that has the property Vxf(0, x) /> 0.
A typical implementation of this property using pattern-directed invocation is as a demon with the pattern ~ f(0, ?x) and a body that asserts f(0, ?x) /> 0. This demon can be thought of as instantiating the universally quantified formula above for appropriate ground terms in the data base. For example, when the term f(0, c) is added to the data base, this demon is invoked and asserts f(0, c) ~> 0.
In the presence of equality, however, the proper conditions for invoking a demon become more complicated. Suppose, for example, that the termf(a, b) is added to the data base and the equation a = 0 holds. In the usual algorithm for pattern-directed invocation, nothing will happen, since there is no term in the data base that exactly matches the pattern of the demon. This is undesirable, however, because we would like the reasoning system in this situation to deduce f(a, b) >~ O, which follows logically. We describe this problem as a lack of completeness in the pattern-directed invocation process.
Note, however, that if the term f(0, b) is somehow added in this situation, the desired deduction will be made. The term f(0, b) exactly matches the pattern of the demon, which then asserts f(0, b) ~> 0. Since f(0, b) is equal tof(a, b) by substitution of equals (0 for a), equality reasoning further deduces that f(a, b) >~ O.
Thus, a brute-force approach to the lack of completeness in standard patterndirected invocation is to close the data base under substitution of equals. This approach is not feasible, however, because the number of terms generated grows quickly with the number of equations, and is infinite in the case of recursively defined equations.
The algorithm developed in this paper solves the completeness problem by generating a subset of all possible substitutions, based on an analysis of the patterns of existing demons. Furthermore, the algorithm is incremental. New demons, new terms, and new equations can be added in any order -completeness will be maintained. Equations can also be retracted.
RELATION TO OTHER PROBLEMS
There is a large body of research on unification in equational theories (see the survey by Siekmann [15] ). The key difference between that work and the problem addressed in this paper is the restriction to a grounddata base. In the first-order theorem-proving context, there wold be no need for encoding the property in Section 1.1 as a demon; the quantified formula would simply be added to the data base. This paper is about adding equality reasoning to pattern-directed invocation without going all the way to unification and full first-order theorem proving.
Most work on unification in equational theories (with the recent exception of [16] ) focusses on the problem of how to incorporate specific fixed theories, such as associativity or commutativity, into the unification algorithm instead of adding the corresponding first-order equations to the reasoning data base. In contrast, the work described here considers the theory following from the changing set of arbitrary, ground equations in the data base. As discussed further below, this problem is motivated by the kind of reasoning that arises in artificial intelligence applications.
Despite these differences, part of the algorithm we have developed resembles a unification technique called narrowing; a detailed comparison appears in Section 5.2.
I 3 OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
Section 2 provides additional background on the completeness problem and sets the stage for the rest of the paper, including defining the terminology that will be used. In addition to pattern-directed invocation and equality reasoning, Section 2 introduces a third component, truth maintenance, into the environment in which the algorithm operates. Among other things, this means that completeness needs to be maintained when equations are retracted. Section 3 formally defines completeness for a given data base of terms and set of demons. Examples are given of demons with simple and more complex patterns to illustrate the subtlety of the issues in the most general case. Finally, Section 3 defines the notion of a transparent demon and then proves a key theorem that is the basis of the algorithm of Section 4.
Section 4 develops an algorithm that incrementally maintains completeness given new demons, new terms, and changing equations. The development starts with a simple generalization of the standard algorithm for pattern-directed invocation, and then adds special processing for demons with complex patterns. Section 4 also discusses termination of the algorithm and some extensions that improve its performance.
Section 5 concludes with a discussion of alternate approaches and related work.
Background and Environment
The completeness problem described briefly above first came to our attention when we began to use McAllester's Reasoning Utility Package (RUP) [9] in our research related to reasoning about programs [12] . Among other facilities, RUP included equality reasoning, a primitive pattern-directed invocation mechanism (demons were associated with operator symbols), and a truth maintenance system. All of these operated on a data base of ground formulae. We used these facilities to build up a library of demons for reasoning about various algebraic properties of operators. Since our reasoning also involved asserting and retracting equations, we immediately began to run into the incompleteness problem.
In our successor to RUe, called BREAD (for Basic REAsoning Device), we have extended RUP to support a full pattern-matching language with variables, and have implemented the complete algorithm for pattern-directed invocation described in this paper. BREAD also includes further evolved versions of RVP'S truth maintenance and equality reasoning components. BREAD iS now the kernel of a general-purpose knowledge representation and reasoning system, called FRAPPE [5] , which is itself the foundation of a special-purpose system for reasoning about programs, called CAnE [4, 1 1] .
Pattern-directed invocation, equality reasoning, and truth maintenance are common components of many reasoning systems. In order to facilitate the incorporation of our algorithm into other systems, we attempt in this paper, as much as possible, to abstract away from details that are idiosyncratic to BREAD. In this vein, the following sections summarize the essential properties of pattern-directed invocation, equality reasoning, and truth maintenance that are relevant to our algorithm.
TERMINOLOGY
We assume the existence of a data base containing terms and formulae. Terms are defined based on a set of constant symbols with associated arities, as in mathematical logic. Some of the constant symbols (including equality) may be designated as predicates; applications of such symbols are atomic formulae.: Non-atomic formulae are constructed using boolean connectives. Thus, terms and formulae in the data base are all ground.
The definition of patterns is similar to that of terms, except that a subterm may be a pattern variable, indicated by a preceding question mark, e.g., ?x. The algorithms in this paper treat all the positions of patterns and terms symmetrically. Therefore, there is nothing to prevent the use of patterns with variables in the operator position, such as ?f(0, b). Thus pattern variables may have non-zero arities. 4
TRUTH MAINTENANCE
Nonmonotonic reasoning is a common feature of many kinds of problem solving, such as backtracking search or hypothetical reasoning. In such cases, formulae in the data base sometimes need to be retracted along with their consequences. The collection of facilities to support this kind of reasoning has come to be called a truth maintenance system (TNS) [2] . The following formalization of truth maintenance is based on McAllester's work [7] .
Formulae in the data base are divided into two categories. The first category is formed by the axioms. New axioms can be added to the data base during the problem solving process, but not retracted. The axioms can be thought of as embodying the semantics of concepts that are fixed for the particular reasoning process. We assume in the following that a procedure named 'axiom' is called to add an axiom to the data base.
The second category of formulae in the data base are the assertions. Each assertion has a truth value, which is one of: true, false, or unknown. These values change dynamically, as described below. The initial truth value of assertions is 'unknown'. Note that, in particular, the assertions in the data base include equations, such as a ~ 0.
Typically, the problem solver will set the truth value of some subset of the unknown assertions to either true or false. The assertions whose truth values have been directly set by the problem solver are called the premises. The current premises can be thought of as specifying the portion of a search space the problem solver is currently exploring or its current belief state. At some point, the problem solver may set the truth value of a premise back to unknown; this is called retracting the premise.
The most basic function of the TMS is to incrementally compute the truth values of assertions that logically follow from the premises and the axioms, as the premise set changes. This may involve both setting the truth values of assertions to true or false and retracting them (setting them back to unknown). A truth value may not go directly from true to false, or false to true; it must technically become unknown first.
A TMS may incorporate (partial) decision procedures for the theories of certain fixed operators. (For example, the TMS in BREAD incorporates a limited form of propositional resolution.) More typically, however, there is an interface defined between the TMS and special-purpose decision procedures. The interface we assume in this paper between the TMS and a complete decision procedure for equality is described in the following section.
There are many other important issues in the implementation and use of a v~s not discussed here, because they are not relevant to the algorithm developed here. It is important to note, however, that a TMS does not, by itself, add new terms to the data base.
3. EQUALITY REASONING
Let E be the equality theory of the data base, that is, the set of equations that logically follow from the true equations in the data base by the axioms of equality (reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and substitution of equals). The interface between the TMS and the decision procedure for equality has the property that, if any equation in E is an assertion in the data base, it will have the value 'true'. Note that we do not expect all the equations of E be present in the data base. In particular, E is infinite if there are recursive equations, such as a = h(a). 5 Thus, reasoning with changing equations involves two main tasks. The first task is to maintain the equivalence classes of the equality relation under transitivity and reflexivity. These classes need to be joined or split when equations become true or revert to unknown. (False equations are not relevant to the algorithms here.)
The second task is to guarantee that all the variants of a term are in the same equality class. A variant of the term t is any term derived from t by substitution of equal (proper) subterms. Variants of t are therefore equal to t. However, terms which are equal to t for other reasons are not necessarily variants. Thus, variants form a finer equivalence relation than the congruence classes of -. For example,/'(g(a, b),c) is a variant off(d, e), given that the equations d = g(a, b) and e = c are true. The task of keeping variants in the same equality class is sometimes called the congruence closure problem, because it has been shown to be reducible to the problem of computing the congruence closure of a relation on a graph (for a formal definition, see Nelson and Oppen [10] ).
Because the number of variants of a term may be very large, and even infinite, it is obviously not feasible to solve the completeness problem introduced in Section 1.1 by creating all possible variants of all terms in the data base.
The interface between equality reasoning and the a'Ms works as follows. Suppose the equations a = b and b = c are true in the data base. If the problem solver wants to know whether a is equal to c, it creates the assertion a = c in the data base (with initial value unknown). The creation of this equation triggers the equality reasoner to add the (instantiated) transitivity axiom
from which the xMs concludes (by propositional deduction) that a = c is true. The problem solver can then inspect the truth value of the assertion a = c. Note that if either a = b or b = c later become unknown (and there are no other relevant true equations in the data base), the TMS will make sure the truth value of a = c reverts to unknown. A similar process takes place with reasoning by substitution of equals. In the example of variants above, the assertion
follows from a substitution axiom and the assertions
Note, however, that even if these supporting equations are retracted, it is still possible forf(g(a, b), e) = f (d, e) to be true as a premise or to follow from other axioms and assertions, i.e., the two terms could be equal but not variants. This will turn out to be an important consideration in the development of the algorithm for pattern-directed invocation. Finally, note that it turns out to be convenient in this scheme to allow equality to be used as a logical connective instead of biconditional implication, i.e., a formula is true if it is equal to another true formula. For example, the truth of the assertion Q may follow from the truth of R and the equation Q = R. Similarly, P(a) may follow from P(b) and the equation P(a) = P(b), which itself follows from a = b.
The decision procedure for equality and interface described above are due to McAllester [8] .
PATTERN-DIRECTED INVOCATION
In pattern-directed invocation, a given procedure is to be applied to every term in a data base that matches a given pattern. The combination of the procedure and the pattern is typically called a demon; the procedure is called the body of the demon.
A standard algorithm [13] for pattern-directed invocation is given in Figure 1 . It will serve as the starting point for the complete algorithm developed in Section 4. Note that in Figure 1 and elsewhere, we use the notation a -= b to mean a is identical to b (i.e., they are spelled the same), versus a -b, which means a equals b in the equality Fig. 1 . A standard pattern-directed invocation algorithm [13] Note that the match procedure returns a substitution when it succeeds. Failure to match at any level is assumed to propagate to the top level.
theory of the data base. The symbol = is reserved for the operator of actual equations in the data base, such as a = b. Whenever a new term is added to the data base, it is matched against the pattern of each demon. If the pattern matches, the body of the demon is applied to the matching term. (It is often convenient to atso supply the matching substitution as an argument to the body, although this can be computed from the matching term.) Similarly, whenever a new demon is added to the system, its pattern is matched against all terms in the data base, and the body of the demon is applied to each matching term. In most implementations of pattern-directed invocation, elaborate indexing structures are used to make these matching processes efficient.
Note that the addition of a term to the data base requires that all of its subterms be added first, if they are not already present. For example, if the data base is initially empty, adding the term f (g(a, b) , c) = f(d, e) requires adding the terms a, b, c, d~ e g(a, b) andf(d, e) first. Recall that atomic formulae, such as equations, are also terms. However, 'adding' them to the data base does not mean making them true (the initial truth value for assertions is unknown).
The notation use for demons in this paper is illustrated below:
This is the demon introduced in the simple example problem in Section 1.1. The body of the demon is a procedure that is applied to all matching terms. The first argument of the body is the matching term; the second is the corresponding substitution. For convenience, we will normally use a simpler notation, which uses variables in the body of the demon to denote the values assigned to them by the matching substitution. In this notation, the same demon would be written This notation will be used except when it is necessary to refer explicitly to substitutions or when there is computation in the body to decide what axiom to install. Also, as we will see in Section 3.3, demons written in this restricted form are guaranteed to be transparent.
Completeness and Transparency
We begin this section with a formal definition of completeness for pattern-directed invocation with respect to equality. The notion of equivalent variants is then introduced and used to define a transparent demon as one that has logically equivalent results when applied to equivalent variants. The section culminates in a theorem establishing an implementable constraint on pattern-directed invocation that guarantees completeness for transparent demons. The algorithm developed in Section 4 maintains this condition incrementally.
COMPLETENESS
Intuitively, the completeness of pattern-directed invocation has to do with creating enough variants of terms in the data base to make use of all the knowledge in the demons. We can define this more formally as follows. DEFINITION. A data base of terms and formulae (including equations) is complete with respect to a given set of demons if and only if applying demons to matching variants of terms in the data base does not change the equality theory of the data base.
Note that this defines completeness for a given (fixed) data base; the purpose of the algorithm in Section 4 is to guarantee completeness incrementally when demons and terms are added and equations change their truth value.
EQUIVALENT VARIANTS
The definition of completeness above can be satisfied trivially (at least in the absence of recursive equations) by applying demons to all possible variants of every term in the data base. In this section we define an equivalence relation on variants that helps characterize which variants are necessary for completeness, and which are not.
Let us return to the simple example dcmon introduced in Section 1.1:
Suppose the termf(a, b) is in the data base, and a = 0 and b = 1 are true. Given this equality theory, the set of possible variants of the term
The first two variants, f (a, b) andf(a, 1), do not match the pattern of the demon, so they clearly do not need to be created. The last two variants both match the pattern. Only one of these variants is necessary, however, to conclude thatf In the case of flat patterns, only one variant is ever necessary to achieve completeness. The main complexity in the completeness problem arises in the case of nested patterns. To illustrate, consider the following demon
which can be thought of as instantiating the universal formula 6
Vx P(h(x)) ~ Q(x).

Suppose the term P(c) is in the data base, and c = h(a) c = h(b)
are true, but a = b is not (i.e., h(a) and h(b) are equal, but not variants). The set of matching variants of P(c) in this situation is 7
{P(h(a)), P(h(b))}.
In this case, both of these variants are needed for completeness. If only the variant P(h(a)) is created, then the demon will install the axiom P(h(a)) ~ Q(a). If P(e) is true, Q(a) will be deduced, but Q(b) will not. Similarly, if only the variant P(h(b)) is created, then the demon will install the axiom P(h(b)) ~ Q(b), but Q(a) will not be deduced.
To make things even more complex, now suppose in addition that a = d b ~ e are also true. Two additional matching variants are now possible: P(h(d)) and P(h(e)). However, if the demon has already been applied to P(h(a)) and P(h(b)), there is no need to create these two new variants, since applying the demon to them would result
in the axioms P(h(d)) ~ Q(d) and P(h(e)) --* Q(e)
, which follow by equality from the axioms above.
The reason why P(h(a)) and P(h(b)) are both needed is that they are equal by substitution at intermediate levels in the pattern P(h(?x)). In contrast, P(h(a)) and P(h(d)) are equal by substitution in positions occupied by variables in the pattern.
Thus if the demon body does not depend on the internal structure of the variable bindings it gets, it cannot distinguish between P(h(a)) and P(h(d)) (this notion is formalized in the next section).
In general, we can define the following equivalence relation on the set of variants that match a given pattern. Note that this definition involves only terms and patterns. The pattern of a demon is the only declarative information about a demon that is available to the pattern-directed invocation algorithm. DEFINITION. Two variants matching a given pattern are equivalent, with respect to the given pattern and equality theory, if and only if they differ only by substitution of equals at positions occupied by variables in the pattern.
Thus in the first example above, f(0, b) and f(0, l) are equivalent variants with respect to the pattern f(0, ?x) and the given equality theory.
In the case of flat patterns, all matching variants are equivalent. This follows because two terms that match the same flat pattern can differ only at positions occupied by variables in the pattern.
In the second example, the set of matching variants of P(c) is partitioned into equivalence classes as follows:
{{P(h(a)), P(h(d))}, {P(h(b)), P(h(e))}}.
To guarantee completeness with respect to this demon, we need to apply the demon to one variant from each of these classes.
In the next section, the notion of equivalent variants is used together with the notion of transparent demons to prove the key theorem of the paper.
TRANSPARENT DEMONS
The two example demons in the preceding sections both have the property that equivalent variants are redundant. It is possible, however, to write demons that do not have this property. For example, consider the following demon as an alternate implementation of the property off introduced in Section 1.1.
The problem with this demon is that it is hiding some of its pattern matching inside of the body, where it is inaccessible to the pattern-directed invocation algorithm. For example, given that a = 0 and h = 1 are true, the matching variants in the following set are all equivalent with respect to the pattern f(?y, ?x):
However, if the demon is applied only to f(a, b) or f(a, 1), the desired conclusion f(a, b) >1 0 will not be deduced, because in both cases the condition in the body will be false and the demon will install no axiom.
The property that this demon lacks, and which the other example demons in the paper thus far possess, can be defined formally as follows: DEFINITION. A demon is transparent if and only if, for every data base, applying it to equivalent variants (with respect to its pattern) results in data bases with the same equality theory.
One might think to define a transparent demon more simply as one that results in the same data base when applied to equivalent variants. For example, the demon above is not transparent, because the data base resulting when it is applied to the matching term f(0, b) includes the formula f(O, b) >~ O, whereas the data base resulting when it is applied to the equivalent matching variant f(a, b) does not.
However, consider the example of a transparent demon in Section 3.2. The data base resulting when it is applied to the matching term f(0, h) is not the same as the data base resulting when it is applied to the equivalent matching variant f(0, 1 ). (One data base includes the formula f(0, b) /> 0, while the other includes the formula f(O, 1) ~> 0, and not vice versa.) However, the equality theory of the two data bases is the same (given a = 0 and b = 1).
Any demon written in the 'demon" notation introduced in Section 2.4 is guaranteed to be transparent. In general, the behaviour of the body of a transparent demon must not be conditional on the particular substitution, i.e., the subterms of the input term that correspond to variable positions in the pattern.
The ultimate motivation for the definition of transparency above is the following theorem, which establishes an implementable constraint on pattern-directed invocation that guarantees completeness.
THEOREM 1 (Completeness). A data base of terms is complete with respect to a given set of transparent demons if each demon has been applied to (at least) one member of each equivalence class of matching variants of eveo' term in the data base.
Proof Consider applying a demon d to a matching variant v of a term t in the data base. The antecedent of the theorem states that d has already been applied to an equivalent matching variant u. Since d is transparent, the data base resulting from applying d to v has the same equality theory as the data base resulting from applying d to u. Therefore the data base is complete. 9
We assume in the rest of this paper that demons are transparent, unless stated otherwise.
OPAQUE DEMONS
An opaque (i.e., non-transparent) demon can often be made transparent by removing conditionals from the body and changing the pattern. It might occur to the reader to try to make the opaque demon above transparent by replacing t~ -= t 2 by t~ -t~ in the body. Although, technically speaking, the demon in this form would be transparent, it would not be a very good implementation of the idempotent law, for two reasons.
First, the law would only be instantiated for applications of f that are added to the data base after the equality between its arguments is established. For example, if a = b is true in the data base when the term f(a, b) is added, this demon will be invoked and install the axiomf(a, b) = a. However, suppose the equation a = b was not true when the termf(a, b) was added to the data base. The condition in the demon body would not be satisfied, so no axiom would be installed.
Second, if f (a, b) = a is installed as an axiom, it cannot be retracted when the equality theory of the data base changes, e.g., when a = b becomes unknown. If there is more than one conditional in the body of a demon, it may be necessary to break it up into several transparent demons, corresponding to the different cases. if lt(t~, t_~) then axiom(t >~ 0)).
There is no way to make this demon transparent simply by giving it a different pattern or expanding it into a (finite) number of demons with the same body? To guarantee complete use of the knowledge in this demon, it would have to be rewritten This version of the demon has the disadvantage that it will instantiate the right-hand side for all applications off. However, it does enable proving that f(a, b) >~ 0 when only the relationship between a and b is known, not their specific numerical values.
Development of the Algorithm
In this section we develop a complete algorithm for pattern-directed invocation in two stages. The first stage develops a complete algorithm for the case of flat patterns, The second stage reduces the case of nested patterns to flat patterns by introducing intermediate demons.
Within the development of the flat pattern case, there are three steps. The first step, in Section 4.1, introduces a simple generalization of the standard pattern-directed invocation algorithm and shows that it maintains completeness when new demons or terms are added. In Section 4.2, an additional procedure is introduced to maintain completeness when equations become true. Finally, in Section 4.3, we prove that no action is required when equations become unknown, due to the use of closest matching variants. Section 4.4 introduces the procedure that flattens nested patterns and proves that completeness is maintained in this case. Section 4.5 discusses termination of the algorithm. Section 4.6 describes some improvements to the algorithm that reduce the number of redundant proof paths. Add new term t to data base with equality. primitive provided by the equality reasoner that tests whether two terms are equal in the equality theory of the current data base. Thus, when match-w-equality succeeds, it does not necessarily mean that the given term matches the given pattern, but only that the given term or some variant matches the given pattern. The substitution returned by the matcher indicates a matching term. In line 21, the try-w-equality procedure, which is called whenever a demon or a new term is added, uses the substitution returned by the matcher to create a matching variant, if necessary. The procedure substitute(p, B) returns the pattern resulting from applying the substitution B to the pattern p. The-term converts a variable-free pattern into a term.
For example, whenf(a, b) is matched against the pattern f(O, ?x) with a = 0 true, match-w-equality succeeds and returns the substitution ~?x +--b I. Try-w-equality then creates the matching variant f(0, b). (One might also think of simply applying the demon directly to the given term when the match succeeds, and never bothering to create the matching variant. This approach is discussed in Section 5.1.)
Note that when a new matching variant term is created, the add-term-w-equality procedure is not called. This feature of the algorithm is crucial to its termination, as discussed in Section 4.5. Variant terms created this way are in a sort of'limbo' state, in which they are visible to the equality system, but not to the pattern-directed invocation components. This term will be added to the data base only if add-term-wequality is explicitly called with it as an argument.
Note also (line 22) that, when the matching variant (v) is already in the data base, try-w-equality does not apply the given demon, unless v -= t. This is because under these conditions, the given demon will have been applied to v when try-w-equality was called on v, p, and d. This call must have occurred, since every term in the data base is tried with every pattern. Note that we are relying on the fact that if the term t matches the pattern p with the empty equality theory, the substitution B returned by match-w-equality(p, t, 0) will satisfy substitute(p, B) = t.
In certain circumstances, the algorithm in Figure 2 causes the same demon to be applied more than once to the same term. This inefficiency is eliminated in Section 4.6.
The algorithm in Figure 2 is complete for flat patterns and a fixed equality theory. It is clear by the definition of a variant that the matcher is guaranteed to find a matching variant, if possible. In the case of fiat patterns, all matching variants are equivalent, so only one matching variant is required to satisfy the condition of the Completeness Theorem.
In the next two sections, we extend this algorithm to the case of changing equations, but still considering only flat patterns. Following this, we treat the case of nested patterns. 
{.f(O, b), f(O, 1)}.
Since both variants are equivalent, it does not matter from the standpoint of the Completeness Theorem which is created for the demon to be applied to.
Suppose that the variant f(0, 1) is chosen, and the demon from Section 1.1 is applied to it. The demon installs the axiom f(O, l) >/ O, from which it follows by substitution of equals that
f(a, b) >~ O.
Now suppose that b = I is retracted, but a = 0 remains true. The system is now incomplete. In order to regain completeness, the pattern f(0, ?x) needs to be rematched againstf(a, b), in order to create the variant f(0, b) and apply the demon to it. Note, however, that if f(0, b) were chosen in the first place, there would be no need for re-matching.
The basic idea why it was a bad idea to choose the variant f(0, l) above is because this variant uses a larger substitution set than necessary to match the pattern (e,g., substituting 1 for b was unnecessary). These extra substitutions make the deductive chain from the variant to the original term susceptible to being broken when the irrelevant equations (e.g., b = !) are retracted. We formalize this notion in the next section, and show that the algorithm in Figure 2 always chooses a matching variant (e.g., f(0, b)), such that completeness is guaranteed without re-matching on retraction of equations.
CLOSEST MATCHING VARIANTS
The matching variant chosen by the algorithm in Figure 2 is as 'close' as possible to the given term, in the sense of depending on a minimum number of equations. We call this variant a closest matching term, defined as follows.
DEFINITION. Let t be any term and u be a term that matches the flat pattern p. The term u is a closest matching term to t with respect to p if and only if, for each variable ?x in p, some corresponding subterm of u is identical to the corresponding subterm of t~ i.e., there exists i such that p, -?x and u, -t,.
Note that the definition of closest matching term does not involve the equality theory, Furthermore, since u matches p in the definition above, the subterm of t that is identical to a corresponding subterm of u will appear in every position of u corresponding to the given variable in p. For 
example, f(a, a) is a closest matching term to J(a, b) with respect to f(?x, ?x). On the other hand, f(c~ c), although it matches the pattern f (?x, ?x), is not a closest matching term to/(a, b) with respect to f(?x, ?x), because c is not identical to either a or h.
There
is not always a unique closest matching term. For example, both ['(a, a) and f(b, h) are closest matching terms to the term f(a, h) with respect to f(?x, ?x).
(Section 4.6 describes an improvement to the matching algorithm which uniquely chooses a closest matching variant.)
Finally, note that if t happens to match p in the definition above, then t is the unique closest matching term to itself.
The important property of closest matching terms is given by the following theorem.
THEOREM 2 (Closest Matching Term). For any term t and/lat pattern p, if u is a closest matching term to t with respeet to p and u is' not a variant of t~ then there are no variants o[" t that match p.
The proof of this theorem is more easily understood using the contrapositive form: If there is any matching variant, then every closest matching term is a variant.
Assume that v is a variant of the term t matching the flat pattern p. Let u be a closest matching term to t with respect to p. Let ?x be variable in p. Since v matches p, let v' be the subterm ofv in each position corresponding to ?x. Similarly, since u matches p, let u' be the subterm of u in the same positions. Since tt is a closest matching term to t, u' must be one of the subterms of t corresponding to ?x. Since v is a variant of t and p is flat, v' must be equal to each corresponding subterm of t: in particular, v' -u'. Since v and u both match p~ they can differ only in subterms corresponding to the variables ofp. However, we have shown that, for an arbitrary variable ?x, the corresponding subterms v' and u' are equal: therefore u is a variant of v. Since v is a variant of t, it follows that u is also a variant of t. 9
This theorem guarantees that no re-matching needs to be done when an equality is retracted. Patterns and terms that did not match before certainly will not match after the retraction. For patterns and terms that did match before the retraction, the body of the demon was applied to a closest matching term. If that term is no longer a variant after retraction, this theorem guarantees that there are no matching variants, so there is no point in trying to re-match.
Always creating a closest matching variant, as in the algorithm in Figure 2 , can lead to the creation of more than the minimum number of matching variants required to guarantee completeness. This is essentially a trade-off between creating extra variants when a term is added to the data base versus requiring re-matching when an equation is retracted. These alternatives are discussed further in Section 5.1.
FLATTENING NESTED PATTERNS
The match-w-equality algorithm yields at most a single variant. Since we have already seen examples in Section 3.2 involving nested patterns wherein more than one variant is needed to guarantee completeness, this algorithm is clearly incomplete for the general case of nested patterns.
One might consider trying to directly generalize match-w-equality further to make it complete for nested patterns. This would entail matching against all members of equality classes at intermediate levels in a pattern. For example, in Section 3.2, when matching the pattern P(h(?x)) against the term P(c), one would match the subpattern h(?x) against all terms equal to c (not only variants)] ~ In this example, the equality
class of c contains the terms h(a) and h(b).
In the presence of changing equations, however, this approach is unsatisfactory, since it does not keep track of intermediate equations (equations corresponding to intermediate levels in patterns). For example, suppose that h(a) = h(b) becomes true only after the matching of P(h(?x)) against P(c) had been performed. The variant P(h(b))
will not be created unless the matching is re-done. This would require all terms and patterns to be re-matched whenever any equations become true, which is not incremental.
In this section, we show how to reduce the case of nested patterns to the case of flat patterns (for which we have a complete solution) by automatically defining intermediate demons. The basic idea of the reduction is to process nested patterns incrementally from the inside out. When an attempt is made to add a demon with a nested pattern, instead of adding it directly, we look inside the pattern to find a flat subpattern at some level of nesting. An intermediate demon is then added with that (fiat) pattern and a body that 'remembers' the pattern and body of the original demon. The rationale for this process is that, if there is no variant of a term in the data base matching the fiat subpattern, then there certainly cannot be a variant matching the whole pattern.
When the intermediate demon is invoked, it uses its substitution to make a new pattern with fewer variables. If this pattern is still nested, a further intermediate demon will be added for a flat subpattern, and so on. This process stops when there are no nested patterns left, at which point the original body gets executed. The algorithm which performs the incremental flattening process sketched above is shown in Figure 4 . We will first explore its behaviour with some examples, and then give a proof of its completeness in general, t~
We illustrate the algorithm with the example from Section 3.
The addition of the demon demon P(h(?X)) : P(h(?x)) --* Q(?x) results in the call flatten (P(h(?x)), body),
where body is a procedure that installs the axiom. This call finds the flat subpattern h(?x) and adds the intermediate demon 
( h(?x), 2tB. flatten (substitute (P(h(?x)), B), body)).
P(h(?x)) and calls flatten (P(h(a)), body).
This call to flatten goes directly to the flat case, adding the demon < P( h( a) ), body>, which when matched against the term P(c), causes the original body to be applied to the variant P (h(a) ), installing the axiom
P(h(a)) ~ Q(a).
An analogous process starting with h(b) causes the body to be applied to the variant P(h(b)). As discussed in Section 3.2, these are the two matching variants of P(c) required for completeness. The proofs of both theorems are based on the following observation. Let v be some variant of t that matches p. Let ?x be some variable in p, and let v' be the subterm of v corresponding to the occurrences of ?x in p. Let p' be the first flat pattern containing ?x which is added by the flattening algorithm; v" is the corresponding subterm ofv. If v" is present in the data base, it will match p' and v' will be substituted for ?x in further patterns generated in the process of obtaining a variant. If v" is not present in the data base, it must be a variant of some term u which is in the data base, since otherwise v could not be a variant of t. (It is impossible for v" to be equal to a term in the data base without being a variant of some term in the data base unless v" is itself present in the data base.) When match-w-equality is called on p' and u it must succeed, since there is a matching variant, namely, v". The substitution produced will have a subterm u' of u for ?x: since p' is fiat, it must be the case that u' -v' holds (this part is similar to the proof of the Closest Matching Term Theorem for the flat case). In both cases, the process must finally yield a variant of t, since one such variant is known to exist.
f(c,d) matches f(h(a), ?y) with substitution {?y ~ d} yielding f(h(a),d) t, body applied to f(h(a),d)
We have shown that, for an arbitrary variable, a variant will be produced which has either the subterm of v corresponding to the occurrences of that variable, or another term which is equal to it. Therefore that variant differs from v only in the positions corresponding to the occurrences of variables in p, and thus is equivalent to v. Since v was an arbitrary variant, this shows that the algorithm will yield at least one variant from each equivalence class. Now consider the contrapositive of Theorem 4. Suppose after some changes to the equality theory, there is some variant v of t which matches p. This is the only assumption made in the argument above; since terms are never removed from the data base, the argument still holds, and it therefore follows that one of the terms created by the algorithm must still be equal to v and therefore also to t.
A final point to note about the flattening algorithm is that it can, in the worst case, lead to the creation of an exponential number of variants. Sometimes, all of these terms are necessary to guarantee completeness.
In the case of fiat patterns, each match between a pattern and a term can, in the worst case, lead to the creation of a single new variant. Therefore, the number of variants created by the algorithm will not exceed the product of the number of patterns and the number of terms in the data base.
Consider, however, the nested pattern , all the terms created would be equivalent and any one would suffice. The algorithm is thus much less than optimal in this (relatively pathological) case.
TERMINATION
Any pattern-directed invocation system (even without equality) has the problem that it is possible to write demons that cause the system to go into an infinite loop. For example, when the term h(a) is added to the data base, the following apparently straightforward demon implementing the involutive law will create the terms h (h(a))) ), and so on without end: 13
(h(a)), h(h(h(a))), h(h(h
The problem with this demon is that it creates a new term in its body that matches its own pattern. Sometimes several demons can conspire to get same effect, making the problem much less obvious. It is the user's responsibility to refrain from writing these kinds of demons.
Non-terminating demons can often be rewritten so that they terminate. For example, Figure 7 shows the version of the involutive law used in FRAPPE, in which a larger pattern is used to avoid the termination problem.
The example in Figure 7 also involves circular equations and illustrates why it is important that matching variants (created in line 21 of Figure 2) are not added to the data base. As can be seen in Figure 8, if the matching variant h(h(h(a) )) created at the end of Figure 7 were added to the data base, it would successfully match against the Initial data base:
where body' is )~t/3.
flatten(substitute( h( h( ?x) ), B), body) h(a) matches h(?z) with substitution {?x ~ a} ~, body' applied to h(a) flatten( h( h( a) ), body) ~, adds ( h(h(a)) , body ) h(h(a)) matches h(h(a)) t:, body applied to h(h(a)) installs the axiom h(h(a))= a h(h(a)) matches h(?x) with substitution {?x ~ h(a)} c, body' applied to h(h(a)) flatten( h( h( h( a ) ) ), body) t, adds (h(h(h(a))) , body ) h(a) matches h(h(h(a))) [since a = h(h(a))] yielding h(h(h(a))) t, body applied to h(h(h(a))) installs the axiom h( h( h( a ) ) ) = h( a )
F~g. 7. A trace of the process by which a demon implementing the involutive l~i'~' l~or h 1s invoked in an example situation. Note that this example mvotves the circular equation h(h(a)) = a.
h(h(h(a))) matches h(?x) with substitution {?x ~--h(h(a))} t, body' runs on h(h(h(a))) t~ add-demon(h(h(h(h(a)))), body) ~, adds (h(h(h(h(a)))) , body ) h(h(a)) matches h(h(h(h(a)))) [since h(a)= h(h(h(a)))] yielding h(h(h(h(a)))) t, body runs on h(h(h(h(a)))) c, installs the axiom h(h(h(h(a))))= h(h(a))
9 ~176176 Fig. 8 . If matching variants created in try-w-equality were added to the data base, then the example trace in Figure 7 would continue without terminating, as shown above pattern h(?x), eventually causing the matching variant h(h(h(h(a)))) to be created, and so on ad infinitum.
Despite the fact that it will always be possible to write non-terminating demons, we do want to make sure that our extensions to the standard pattern-directed invocation algorithm do not introduce any additional non-terminating behaviour. One way of saying this more precisely is to prove that if all demons defines by the user have empty bodies, then the process will always terminate.
For flat patterns, termination is obvious. There are a finite number of demons and a finite number of terms in the data base. The algorithm can, at worst, create one matching variant for each pair of term and demon. Since the bodies of the demons are empty, and add-term-w-equality is not called on the matching variant, the process stops when all of these variants have been created.
For nested patterns, we have to worry about the intermediate demons created by the flattening process. All of these demons have flat patterns, but their bodies are not empty. Non-terminating behaviour could result if the execution of the bodies created new demons ad infinitum. We can see that this will not be the case, however, by where bocly is the original empty body. When a demon of this form is executed, applying the substitution B to the pattern p must reduce the number of variables in the pattern. Eventually, a sequence of such calls must eliminate all of the variables in any pattern. When that happens, the call to flatten will go directly to the flat case and install a demon whose pattern has no variables and whose body is the original empty body, at which point the process terminates. more than once to the same term. This problem is remedied by the addition of some indexing information on each term. Second, the non-uniqueness of closest matching variants causes the algorithm to create unnecessary variants under certain circumstances. This problem is alleviated by the addition of an ordering on terms. The problem here is that we do not know which demons have been applied to a term while it is in the 'limbo' state (i.e., created but not in the data base). This problem is straightforwardly remedied by keeping a list of the demons applied to a given term while it is in this state. This list can be cleared and the memory regained in add-termw-equality, when the term is added to the data base.
Another case where the same demon may be applied to the same term more than once is when joining two equality classes. In that case, all demons have been applied to all matching terms in the data base, and the reason for re-matching is only to create new variants if appropriate. In that case there is therefore no need to apply the demon to the term t even if it matches the demon's pattern.
The improved version of try-w-equality with these additions is shown in Figure 9 . Note that the test v 7~ t in line 8 checks for when try-w-equality is called from add-term-w-equality and t is being added to the data base, in which case there is no point in updating the demon list of t.
A second problem with the algorithm in Figure 2 is that it can create more matching variants than necessary for patterns with multiple occurrences of a given variable. This problem can be alleviated, with a small increase in the complexity of the matching algorithm, by introducing an arbitrary (e.g., lexicographic or timestamp) order on terms. When the marcher has a choice of bindings for a variable, it always choses the smallest term in the order 15 (see Figure 10) . Thus in the example above, if lexicographic order is used f(a, a) will be chosen as the closest matching variant for both f(a, b) and f(b, a). Note that as long as closest matching variants are used, it will sometimes be necessary to create more than one variant from each equivalence class. For example, if a, b, c, and d are all equal, there is no one term which is closest to bothf(a, b) andf(c, d) with respect to the patternf(?x, ?x). See, however, Section 5.1, where an alternative to using closest matching variants is discussed.
Conclusion
ALTERNATE APPROACHES
The main goal of the algorithm developed in this paper has been to guarantee the completeness of pattern-directed invocation without creating the potentially infinite set of all possible variants. As part of the development, however, a number of decisions have been made trading off between time (matching and demon execution) and space (term creation). These decisions have been based on the relative cost of various computations in our implementation environment and our expectations of use, such as the relative frequency of additions to the data base versus retractions. In this section, we briefly sketch two alternate decisions that could reasonably be made.
In Section 4.1, it was suggested that, when match-w-equality succeeds, rather than sometimes creating a matching variant, one might always apply the given demon to the given term. For example, the termf(a, b), with a = 0 true, successfully matches against the demon demon f(0, ?x): f(0, ?x) ~> 0, returning the substitution [?x ,---b}. Rather than creating the new term f(0, b), one might consider applying the demon body to f(a, b) directly, causing it to install the axiom f(a, b) >1 O, which is the desired conclusion in this case.
The problem with this approach is that the conclusionf(a, b) needs to be retracted when the equation a = 0 is retracted. The correct axiom to be installed in this situation would be
In order to make this approach work in general, we would need to supply the body of each demon with the set of equations required to make the match succeed.~6 Any axioms installed by the body would then have to include these equations as antecedents.
The attraction of this approach is that it can reduce the number of terms created. On the other hand, it can increase the number of demons applied. For example, suppose that in the situation above it is also the case that c = 0 is true, and the term f(c, b) is in the data base, The algorithm developed in this paper will create the term f(0, b), which is the closest matching variant to bothf(a, b) andf(c, b) and apply the demon to it, resulting in the axiom f(0, b) >t 0. Both desired conclusions, namely f(a, b) >1 0 and f(c, b) >~ 0 follow by substitution of equals. The alternate approach suggested here will apply the demon twice, once to f(a, b) and once to f(c, h), to get the same conclusions.
Another way to reduce the number of terms created, mentioned in Section 4.3, is to give up using the closest matching variant. For example, consider matching the term in the data basef(a, b) against the pattern f(0, ?x) with a = 0 true. The closest matching variant in this case is f(0, b); if it does not already exist, the algorithm developed above will create it. However, suppose the term f(0, c) already exists (in the data base on in 'limbo'), with b -c. This term is also a variant off(a, b) matching the pattern. Since all variants are equivalent in the fiat case, completeness is satisfied as long as the demon is applied to f(0, c). The term f(0, b) does not need to be created.
The problem with this appraoch, of course, is that when equality classes are split (e.g., when b = c is retracted), re-matching needs to be done, similar to the case of merging equality classes. At that time, another existing matching variant may be found, or new term may need to be created. Whether this trade-off is advantageous depends on the relative frequency of additions versus retractions.
FLATTENING AND NARROWING
As mentioned in Section 1.2, the algorithm developed here is related to unification with equational theories. A detailed comparison follows a short overview of the relevant ideas, Hullot [6] presents an improvement over Fay's unification algorithm for fixed equational theories [3] . The improvement consists of the elimination of certain redundancies, making possible the proof of a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for termination. Both algorithms are based on narrowhTg, and assume that there is a canonical term rewriting system for the equational theory. This assumption is trivially satisfied for a finite set of ground equations, for example, the set of true equations in the data base of BREAD at any given moment. Hullot proves termination of the improved algorithm in this case.
Narrowing transformations are defined as follows. Suppose that a is the minimum unifier ofa subterm s of some term t and the left-hand side of some rewrite rule ~ --* /L Then t can be narrowed to t', where t' is ~r(t) with ~(c~) replaced by cr(/~). The crucial theorem is that the terms t and u are unifiable under the equational theory E if and only if the term H(t, u) can be narrowed in a finite number of steps to H(t', u'), where t' and u' are unifiable and H is some new function symbol. Furthermore, it is sufficient to consider only narrowing sequences that never substitute at occurrences at or below the level of the variables of the original term or any right-hand side substituted; these are called basic narrowing derivations. Intuitively, this means that the bindings chosen for the variables in the narrowing steps have to be right the first time. This restriction excludes infinite narrowing derivations that bind to some variables non-ground terms that can then serve as the trigger for further narrowing steps, all of which are irrelevant.
Hullot's algorithm performs unification by trying all possible basic narrowing derivations and computing unifiers from successful ones. The computation of narrowing derivations involves binding variables and performing rewrite steps on both input terms according to the particular direction imposed on the equations by the rewrite rules until both terms are directly unifiable.
In contrast, our algorithm binds variables in the pattern starting from the most deeply nested and substitutes equals according to the equality theory, without requiring an arbitrary direction on the equations.
Furthermore, the usual definition of equivalence between unifiers does not take into account the finer equivalence relation imposed by the pattern (see Section 3.2), which is necessary for the completeness of our algorithm.
The behaviour of Hullot's algorithm is similar to ours in that it is triggered by existing terms (or left-hand sides of rules). For example, when matching the pattern P(h(?x)) with the term P(c) when c "--h(a) -h(b), both [?x ~ a} and {?x ~-b} will be returned regardless of the rewrite system used to implement the equations. It seems that this algorithm could be slightly modified to produce at least one term from each equivalence class.
A major difference between the two algorithms is that ours handles changing equations, whereas Hullot's is designed for fixed theories. Hullot's algorithm could be extended to handle the addition of equations by remembering failed derivations and trying to extend them when a new equations is added. (This assumes that the term rewriting system is extended rather than changed: otherwise derivations need to be computed again from scratch.) On retraction of equations, derivations would need to be recomputed unless a way was found to force the algorithm to choose closest matching variants. This seems to be difficult because of the strong reliance on the term rewriting system.
Because of the different frameworks, it is difficult to compare our algorithm with Hullot's quantitatively. However, it seems reasonable to consider the successive terms participating in the narrowing derivations as comparable to the terms created by our algorithm. Obviously, there is a correspondence between successful matches in both algorithms, but where our algorithm chooses a unique path to each match, Hullot's algorithm may have more than a single narrowing derivation, depending on the form of the term rewriting system and the order in which steps are taken. Also, several steps may be required to replace one term by another because of the use of a term rewriting system, where our algorithm would take only one step.
This last problem can be solved for the case of a fixed set of equations by choosing the rewrite system so that each term is rewritten in one step to the canonical representative of its equivalence class. However, this would require full recomputation of derivations when equations are added, as explained above.
Both our algorithm and Hullot's may create an exponential number of terms or derivations, but in different situations.
An example in which our algorithm will create an exponential number of terms was presented at the end of Section 4.4. When matching the pattern P(h(?Xl ) .....
h(?x,, ))
against the term P(c, .... c) with h(a) -h(b), our algorithm will substitute both a and b for each variable ?x, to produce an exponential number of patterns (but not terms). If the terms rewriting system in the corresponding version of Hullot's algorithm includes no other term equal to h(a), it will only substitute only one of a or h, generating only a linear number of derivations (provided the implementation is clever enough to avoid sequences of derivations which only differ in the order of application of rules but nothing else).
On the other hand, when matching the pattern P(k'(?x~ ) ..... k'(?x,, )) against the term P (k(a) ..... h(a)) with h(a) -h(b), Hullot's algorithm (extended to compute a member from every equivalence class of matching terms) will produce an exponential number of derivations. Our algorithm will create no new terms, since nothing in the data base matches h'(?x,).
SUMMARY
Pattern-direction invocation in the presence of arbitrary (ground) equations raises the completeness problem addressed in this paper. If the equations are fixed and patterns are flat, the changes that need to be made to the standard pattern-directed invocation algorithm are relatively straightforward. Changing equations and nested patterns introduce most of the complexity of the algorithm developed here.
The algorithm described here has been implemented in a working system called BREAD. This system has proved to be a useful foundation upon which we have built a frame system and a system for reasoning about programs [4, 11] . The views of conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors, and should not be interpreted as representing the policies, expressed or implied, of these organizations. ~Pattern variables are denoted, as usual, by the prefix '?'. "This defimtion implies that each atomic formula is also a term. 3 In the following, we will use the term 'variable" to mean "pattern variable" unless otherwise noted. 4It is possible to reduce this to standard notation by assuming that the signature contains the special symbols apply, and takingf(a, b) to be an abbreviation for apply2(f, a, b). 5Such equations are also often called 'circular', because they correspond to cycles in the graph of the equality relation. 6A concrete example of this form is Vx log x /> 0 ~ x /> I. 7p(c) itself is not included since it does not match the pattern. SNote that 'lt' is a test m the programming language, which is executed when the body of the demon is executed. This should not be confused with ' < ', which is the operator of a term in the data base. 9This is similar to the con&nonal rewriting problem in automated theorem proving. ~~ is similar to what happens in Fay's and Hullot's unification algorithms [3, 6] , which are discussed m Secnon 5.2. l~Since match-w-equality will now only be called on flat patterns, the recursion in the definition of match-w-equality can be eliminated simply by "unrolling" the recursive call one level and then removing the recursive case. ~21t does not matter whether this term and equations were present at the time the demon was added to the system or whether they were added afterwards, since the system has already been shown to be complete for demons with flat patterns, regardless of the order of events. ~3Thls kind of non-terminating behaviour is often called 'counting', because it is reminiscent of the Peano ax~omatization of the natural numbers.
Notes
14For example, letp be h(?x), v be h(a), t be j(a), and t' be k(a), with h -j -k.
~SThls is the essence of the technique called demodulation in automated theorem proving. J61n the equality system of BP, EAD, It is very cheap to test if two terms are m the same equahty class. It is much more expensive, however, to compute the supporting set of equations.
